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Abstract. Internet traffic prediction plays a fundamental role in network de-
sign, management, control, and optimization. The self-similar and non-linear
nature of network traffic makes highly accurate prediction difficult. In this pa-
per, a boosting-based framework is proposed for self-similar and non-linear
traffic prediction by considering it as a classical regression problem. The
framework is based on Ada-Boost on the whole. It adopts Principle Component
Analysis as an optional step to take advantage of self-similar nature of traffic
while avoiding the disadvantage of self-similarity. Feed-forward neural net-
work is used as the basic regressor to capture the non-linear relationship within
the traffic. Experimental results on real network traffic validate the effective-
ness of the proposed framework.

1 Introduction

Internet traffic prediction plays a fundamental role in network design, management,
control, and optimization [11, 12, 14]. Prediction on large time scale is the base of
long term planning of Internet topology. Dynamic traffic prediction is a must for
predictive congestion control and buffer management. Highly accurate traffic predic-
tion helps to make the maximum use of bandwidth while guaranteeing the quality of
service (QoS) for Variable-Bite-Rate video which has a stringent requirement on
delay and cell rate loss (CRL). Traffic prediction on different links can also be used
as a reference to route. Layered-encoded video applications can determine whether to
transmit the enhanced layer according to prediction results.

Essentially, the statistics of network traffic itself determines the predictability of
network traffic [2, 9, 11, 12, 14]. Two of the most important discoveries of the statis-
tics of Internet traffic over the last ten years are that Internet traffic exhibits self-
similarity (in many situations, also referred as long-range dependence) and non-
linearity. Since Will E. Leland’s initiative work in 1993, many researchers have dedi-
cated themselves to proving that Internet traffic is self-similar [8, 12]. On the other
hand, Hansegawa et al in [5] demonstrated that Internet traffic is non-linear by using
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surrogate method [16]. The discovery of self-similarity and non-linearity of network
traffic has brought challenges to traffic prediction [9, 11, 12, 14].

In the past several decades, many methods have been proposed for network traffic
prediction. To deal with the self-similar nature of network traffic, the authors in [15]
proposed using FARIMA since FARIMA is a behavior model for self-similar time
series [3]; the authors in [17] proposed predicting in wavelet domain since wavelet is
a natural way to describe the multi-scale characteristic of self-similarity. While these
methods do improve the performance of prediction for self-similar time series, how-
ever, they are both time-consuming. To deal with the non-linear nature of network
traffic, Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is probably the most popular method.
While ANN can capture any kind of relationship between the output and the input
theoretically [5, 7, 10], however, it might suffer from over-fitting [4]. Another kind
of prediction method for non-linear time series is support vector regression (SVR)
[10] which is based on structural risk minimization. However, the selection of suit-
able kernel functions and optimal parameters is very difficult [5].

In this paper, we propose a boosting-based framework for predicting traffic which
exhibits both self-similarity and non-linearity (BBF-PT), by considering traffic pre-
diction as a classical regression problem. On the whole, BBF-PT is based on Ada-
Boost [13] and follows R. Bone’s work [1]. To take advantage of self-similarity while
avoiding its disadvantage, Principle Component Analysis (PCA) is adopted as an
optional step. BBF-PT takes feed-forward neural network (FFNN) as the basic learner
to capture the non-linear characteristic of network traffic and makes use of the
boosting scheme to avoid over-fitting. BBF-PT itself is straightforward and can be
easily incorporated with other kind of basic regressors. Experimental results on real
network traffic which exhibits both self-similarity and non-linearity demonstrate the
effectiveness of the proposed framework.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in section 2, we present our frame-
work (BBF-PT) in detail; experimental results are given in section 3; finally, we con-
clude the paper in section 4.

2 Boosting-Based Framework for Predicting Traffic (BBF-PT)

2.1 Problem Definition

By denoting network traffic as a time series: ( : 0, 1, 2, )iX x i= = . The prediction

problem can be defined as follows [2]: given the current and past observed values

1 1( , , , )i i p i iX x x x− + −= , predict the future value i qx + , where p is the length of history

data used for prediction and q is the prediction step.
In practice, the traffic prediction problem can be considered as a classical regres-

sion problem under the assumption that 2 ( 1,2, )ix iζ∈ = [2]. That is, the prediction

of i qx + can be written as:

2
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2.2 Flowchart of BBF-PT

As a general method for improving the accuracy of some weak learning algorithms,
boosting has been shown to be very effective for classification [1, 6, 13]. When ap-
plied to a regression problem, there are mainly two classes of methods: 1) modifying
some specific steps of the existing boosting algorithms for classification so that they
are suitable for a regression problem [1, 6]; 2) converting a regression problem to a
classification problem by introducing an additional variable [13]. In this paper, we
adopt the first method and leave the latter for future work.

How to exploit the correlation structure is the key problem in traffic prediction
[11]. For self-similar traffic, it means: 1) containing more past observed values will
be helpful to improve the prediction accuracy, however, it also requires more proc-
essing time; 2) traffic exhibits sustained burstiness, generally resulting in bigger peak
prediction error [17]. To address these problems, we propose using Principle Compo-
nent Analysis (PCA) as an optional step so that: 1) the same length of history data can
contain more “information” about the past observed values and thus help to improve
the prediction accuracy while not increasing the processing time drastically (here, the
additional processing time is for PCA); 2) De-correlation on the input data might help
to reduce the peak prediction error. Based on Ada-Boost [13] and following R.
Bone’s work [1], the flowchart of BBF-PT can be given as follows:

The flowchart of BBF-PT
1. Prepare a training set for regression. For every example in the training set,

the input is 1 1( , , , )i i p i iX x x x− + −= ( p
iX R∈ ), and the output is Y xi i q= +

( iY R∈ ), where 1,2, ,i N= and N is the total number of examples.

2. Initialize weight distribution for all examples in the training set: 1
1( )i ND = .

3. Iterate until the stopping criterion is satisfied. In every iteration
( 1,2, , )t t T= :

♦ Train a weak regressor th using distribution tD on the training set;

♦ Get a weak regressor : pN
th R R→ ;

♦ Evaluate the error ( )tl i for every example i in the training set using

the weak regressor th ;

♦ Compute the training error tε of th ;

♦ Choose t Rα ∈ to measure the importance of th ;

♦ Update the weight distribution of the examples in the training set:

1t tD D +→ ;

♦ Judge whether the stopping criterion is satisfied.
4. Combine the weak regressors: { }, 1, 2, ,th t T H= → .

Optional: Perform PCA on the input data in the training set; store the corre-
sponding principle axis ( 1,2, , )i pu i N= ; and take the projection of iX on

( 1,2, , )i pu i N= as the actual input for both training and testing.
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2.3 The Details of BBF-PT

The necessary modifications to make Ada-Boost for classification suitable for a re-
gression problem include: 1) the form of the basic learner (here the basic learner is
the basic regressor); 2) the way to evaluate the error information for every example;
3) the scheme of combining weak learners.
The basic regressor: essentially, BBF-PT can use any kind of basic regressors. In
this paper, we adopt feed-forward neural network (FFNN) [5, 7, 17] to capture the
non-linearity within the network traffic.
Evaluating the error information: There are three basic forms to evaluate the error
information for examples in the training set, namely linear, squared and saturated [1,
6]. We adopt the linear form in this paper.

Computing tε : the training error tε of th can be computed as
1

( )( )
t

N

i
t itD i Lε

=

= ⋅∑ .

Choosing tα and updating weight distribution: BBF-PT takes the same scheme as

Ada-Boost [13] to measure the importance th and update weight distribution.

Stopping criterion: In Ada-Boost, the iteration will stop when 0.5tε ≥ . In BBF-PT,

we set a maximum iteration number maxT to avoid slow convergence. That is, if

0.5tε ≥ or maxt T> , the iteration process will stop.

Combining weak regressors: There are mainly two methods to combine the weak
regressors: weighted mean and weighted median. Since the weighted median method
is less sensitive than the weighted mean method [1, 6], it is adopted in BBF-PT.

3 Experimental Results

The network traffic that we use is the JPEG and MPEG version of the “Star Wars”
video which is widely used to examine the performance of the network traffic predic-
tion algorithms [7]. In our experiment, we divide the original traffic into some traces
with equal length 1000. Then we make use of variance-time [8] and surrogate method
[16] to test self-similarity and non-linearity of a given trace, respectively. Those ex-
hibiting both self-similarity and non-linearity are selected. Each trace is normalized to
[0,1] for comparison simplicity.

There are a set of parameters and operations that need to be set in BBF-PT:
♦ If PCA is not performed, the length of history data p used for predicting is set to

be 10; else p is set to be 20 and pN is 10;

♦ At the current stage, we are concerned with one-step prediction so q is 1;

♦ We used the first 50% data in each trace to compose the training set;
♦ The FFNN contains three layers and composes of 10 hidden neurons and 1 extra

neuron for the output layer;
♦ The transfer functions for the hidden layer and the output layer in FFNN are sig-

moid and linear respectively;
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♦ The weights of FFNN are initialized randomly;
♦ FFNN is trained by standard back-propagation algorithm;
♦ The maximum iteration number maxT is set to be 30.

The mean-square-error (MSE) of the prediction results obtained by BBF-PT with
and without PCA is listed in figure 1. It is compared with the results obtained by
Feed-Forward Neural Network (mean results over 30 runs) without boosting. From
figure 1, it can be seen that: 1) boosting does improve the prediction accuracy; and 2)
PCA further improves the prediction performance.
We use the maximum absolute prediction error on the testing set of a given trace to
measure the peak prediction error. The results obtained by BBF-PT with and without
PCA are listed in figure 2. It can be seen that in the most cases, the PCA step can help
to reduce the peak prediction error.

Fig. 1. MSE of prediction results Fig. 2. Max. error of prediction results

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed a boosting-based framework for self-similar and non-
linear network traffic prediction by considering it as a classical regression problem.
The framework is based on Ada-Boost on the whole and makes use of FFNN to cap-
ture the non-linearity within traffic at the current stage. We also propose using PCA
as an optional step to take advantage of self-similarity while trying to reduce the peak
prediction error. Experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
scheme. Future work includes: 1) incorporating other kinds of basic regressors into
our framework; 2) extending the current method to multi-step prediction; 3) consid-
ering network traffic prediction from a classification point of view.
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